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“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin, What Is To Be Done

how we workers Create the value oF breaD
Crisis and contradiction
This is the fourth article in our series on cap- that we create. It’s stolen from us! This is called
italist political economy. The last article asked surplus value. The process of working involves
Factories don’t operate in isolation. There is
why machines can’t produce value. Now we’ll paid value and unpaid value. We can represent a fierce competition among bosses and they conlook at the example of a bakery (or bread fac- the paid value, our wages or variable capital, as stantly attempt to lower the socially necessary
tory). The capitalist boss who owns this factory (v). The unpaid value is surplus value (s). Our labor time to make bread by investing in more
needs raw materials such as flour, oil, and yeast, work is the total of v and s, or v+s. Now if we expensive and efficient machinery. They use the
and machinery like ovens and kneading ma- represent constant capital (machines, raw mate- profit they make from the value we create to buy
chines. As Red Flag has explained, these are all rials) as c, the total value of the bread is c+v+s. these more efficient machines. The value crecommodities that have exated by us, the working
change value (or simply Raw materials/machines (c).
Variable capital (v)
Surplus (s) = unpaid value class, confronts us as an ex“value”). Marx calls these Value already created by
ternal force and dominates
Wages
commodities “dead capital”
us. Over a period of time, as
workers and now transWorkers create all value
ferred to the commodity
because the labor of the
more and more capital accuworkers who produced these
mulates, the bosses replace
Value of Bread
commodities is embedded in them, and “conliving capital (the workers) with dead capital
stant capital” because their value does not
To illustrate that machines don’t create value, (machinery). However, since only the workers
change.
let’s say that in our bread factory there is a create value, the stage is set for a massive crisis
Of all the ingredients required by the capital- kneading machine. This machine has a fixed that requires the massive destruction of capital
ist to make bread, the key ingredient is the cost and limited life. If the machine costs in all its forms.
workers’ labor power. We sell our ability to $10,000 and it lasts for making 100,000 loaves
This is the basis of Marx’s crisis theory. In the
work, our labor power. This is a commodity that of bread, then 10¢ value is transferred from the next article we will further examine this crisis
Marx calls “live” or “variable” capital.
machine to each loaf of bread. No value is cre- by looking at the falling rate of profit.
The value of our labor has two components. ated by the machine. Each minute the machine
For study groups: Why is the capitalist labor
When a boss buys our labor power, we produce is used, its life is reduced.
process, the production of commodities, inherall value but we receive only a portion of this
On the other hand, our labor power creates ently violent, requiring coercion and force?
value in the form of wages. Our wages are de- value over and above what we are paid. In additermined by the average amount of value re- tion, the bosses can make us work faster, and
The bosses’ share
quired for us to barely survive. This varies in use racism and sexism to lower our wages below
different countries and industries, and different subsistence and reduce or eliminate our benefits.
periods of capitalism. In other words, the boss They use the cops, the courts, and union conpays us just enough so we can come back to tracts to extract more surplus value from us. But
work the next day. But the bosses constantly de- the boss cannot make the machine work harder,
Our share
vise ways to squeeze more value out of us. The threaten it with the cops, or cut its pay or beneopposite interests of the bosses and workers fits. The boss must pay full price for the maoften take violent form in our daily struggles.
chine, and when it wears out, he has to pay full
We bake it all.
The boss keeps the other portion of the value price for a new one.

Can’t get to Communism through soCialism
Marxism has become much more popular as
the present capitalist crisis destroys the lives of
billions. Lenin had it right: this system is a “horror without end.”
In the past three columns, we examined how
“capitalism’s laws of motion” don’t allow any
other outcome. Some have mistakenly concluded
that this means history must always repeat itself.
Part of the reason people are fooled by this
stale idea is the failed strategy of fighting for socialism. But even in this historic failure lie the
seeds of communist success.
For most of the history of Marxism, the communist movement has fought for socialism, hoping that it would be a stepping-stone to
communism. But the socialist systems of the
USSR, China, and Eastern Europe, all turned into
open capitalism. These events were spread out
over a number of years, and history repeated itself. Did this have to happen or could it have been
avoided by “doing socialism right.”
We now realize that it is a law of motion of socialist systems that they eventually turn into open
capitalism. The reason for this is that socialism
is actually a form of capitalism in which the
means of production are owned by the government. Thus socialism is subject to the laws of motion of capitalism, in particular, laws about
money and the market.
Analysis of the operation of actual socialist
systems shows that their wage systems, inequalities and state organization lead to the rapid rise
of a new capitalist ruling class, which takes over
the government and the former communist party.
The political power of the working class (when

that power actually exists) can’t be maintained
against the capitalist institutions of socialism. The
new capitalist classes of different socialist countries even fight wars with each other, like the
USSR-China war in 1969, and the VietnamChina war in 1979.
Once a new ruling class is firmly in control,
socialism is no longer the best way for it to rule,
and open capitalism eventually returns. The result
is that if communists were to try to create socialism again, history would certainly repeat itself.
There is no way to “do socialism right.”
No New Ruling Class Under Communism
A central problem that faces our new communist movement is how to make sure that communism can be achieved and continue, so that a new
ruling class can never arise and restore capitalism. Analyzing the reasons why socialism can’t
lead to communism is critical for understanding
how to do this.
A major source of the new ruling class that was
created under socialism was the high income and
special privileges that the top party and government leaders had. Thus we cannot allow privileges for anyone.
This means we cannot have a wage system, either, since wages always mean that some get
much more than others. Wages also undermine
communist politics by providing a material basis
for racist, sexist, and elitist ideas.
Knowledge of the specific features of socialism that prevented it from reaching communism
is fundamental to our strategy for fighting for
communism now. Mobilizing the masses for
communism is the program for creating and

keeping communism that specifically rejects the
socialist ideas and practices that led to working
class defeat. This knowledge shows us the way
forward to communism.
In the next column, we outline specific communist answers to three other examples of the
failed socialist strategy.

ICWP has published our manifesto Mobilize the Masses for Communism. It’s available in English
and Spanish. Order your copy or
copies. Please send donations for the
costs of printing and mailing. We
also ask for your suggestions and
criticisms.
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